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14.1 Motivation
Most important of all, space is one of the basic, underlying organizational systems
for all living things—particularly for people. [Hall 1966, xii]

A person occupies space and is surrounded by space, which may be occupied by other
people. Our mere presence in the social space of others makes us participants in a social
performance. Our actions are observed, interpreted, and reacted to. Some of those actions may
lead to further interaction, while others may not. Through careful coordination of actions and
reactions, we are capable of negotiating the terms of our co-presence, without even uttering a
single word.

Humans are capable of managing their co-presence without much effort, their bodies giv-
ing off cues of position, orientation, and posture, as they traverse social spaces. There are
situations though, that require more effort and strategic thinking, such as when an easily rec-
ognizable person of fame or notoriety needs to cross a public hall without causing commotion.
For some, social spaces may even induce forms of social anxiety. Regardless of the ease or
difficulty in dealing with social space, its existence is of paramount importance to human
life as it envelopes face-to-face interaction with family, friends, colleagues, teachers, service
personnel, and, in fact, all those who simply happen to live and work around us.

To interact with humans, SIAs need to occupy and manage these spaces as well. However,
coming up with a general computational solution for a dynamic social space is not trivial,
and that is perhaps one reason designers of SIA systems often choose to constrain the space
heavily, for example by planting the SIA into a fixed formation with a human user who is
ready to interact.

In order to set the SIAs free, and let them roam physical and virtual spaces where they
can choose to interact or not to interact with those who share the space with them, we need to
understand and appreciate the structure of that space and how that knowledge can be exploited
to successfully manage human co-presence.

14.2 Models and Approaches
First, we look at how to describe social space and the social elements it contains. We then
examine how the body fits into that space and by what means it can interface with it. This will
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2 Chapter 14 Interaction in Social Space

give us the necessary vocabulary to review the different social functions that people carry out
with spatial behavior to achieve their social goals.

The theoretical models in this section represent the works of some of the pioneers of
human public behavior studies, including Albert E. Scheflen, Adam Kendon, Erving Goffman
and Edward Hall. Their models are frequently cited by those dealing with social space, but
here their key concepts are organized and presented holistically to form a single framework.
Instead of citing them at every turn in the text, tables are provided at the end of each section,
summarizing the main theoretical concepts reviewed and from what source they were brought
(see Tables 14.1 - 14.3). The accompanying figures in this section were manually created in
3D character modeling and animation tools1, and are used to illustrate the concepts discussed.
The figures therefore do not depict virtual agents being simulated in real time.

14.2.1 The Structure of Social Space
The term social space refers to any spatial environment where people have access to other
people through their embodied presence. They have an opportunity to perceive each other
using multiple senses and affect each other over non-verbal and verbal channels. The space
could be anything from a city square to a classroom. It is not given that all occupants of a
social space are socially involved or engaged with one another, but they all need to exhibit
minimal social awareness and manage their co-presence.

Within the social space (see Figure 14.1), there may be gatherings, where two or more
people are in each other’s immediate presence, essentially forming collections of people of
various sizes and shapes. A social situation is a social space or a section of it, where upon
entering it a person immediately participates in a gathering. Naming a social occasion can
explain the reason for the social situation, such as a staff meeting or a funeral. Gatherings can
contain multiple social engagements, organized into formations as described below, but also
individuals that are not fully engaged, for example bystanders.

While the term gathering describes a relatively loose collection of people, formations are
tighter clusters where more coordinated activities occur. Formations are important because
their structure represents a pattern of social convention that organizes and facilitates inter-
action. A formation is made up of individual locations that each can comfortably hold an
individual body and provide room for the individual’s actions. Typically, a location is larger
than the size of the body, often extending half of the person’s width in each direction (see
Section 14.2.2). Locations can be pre-allocated, such as with furniture, and are claimed by
participants during a social event. The simplest formation is the dyad, which is created by
pairs of people who are committed to one another and cluster closely. Another fairly simple
formation arises when people arrange themselves into an array and take a common orienta-

1 The tools used were Character Creator R© and iClone R© from Reallusion R©
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Figure 14.1: A relatively large indoor social space that includes two gatherings, A and B.
Gathering A contains a single sitting formation, within which A.b and A.c form an element.
Gathering B is a particular social situation, where the occasion is a staff meeting. The people
around the table belong to formation B.1, inside of which B.d and B.e. form an element.
Person B.a becomes a part of gathering B simply by walking through the door, due to the
situation, even though she does not belong to a formation yet. In fact, she may just be passing
by, in which case she may temporarily hold the role of a bystander. Each person occupies a
location, and the empty chairs denote unassigned locations.

tion, such as when sitting together on a sofa to watch TV or standing side-by-side to watch an
event. Such a formation has been called an element.

A more complex formation is the so-called face-formation or F-formation, which occurs
when people take locations facing one another (see Figure 14.2). The shape of such a
formation is influenced by the number of participants, typically growing from triangles for
three people, to squares for four, and to expanding circles for more people. These often
become unstable around 10-12 people, at which point they may break into smaller clusters.

The distance between participants, and thus the size of the face-formation, can vary
according to many things like how involved or committed the participants are with each other,
how noisy or crowded the environment is, or how furniture is arranged.

The space occupied by and surrounding a formation has been characterized as consisting
of different zones or regions, each with a particular role. The innermost zone is the space
formed by the overlapping orientations of participants, essentially the center. This space has
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Figure 14.2: The space occupied by and surrounding a face-formation, or F-formation, has
been characterized as consisting of three concentric zones. The o-zone is the unoccupied
space in the center, the p-zone is occupied by the participants and the r-zone surrounds the
formation.

been termed the o-zone. Surrounding that space, the participants themselves occupy a zone
that is large enough to comfortably hold their bodies and accommodate the required distance
between them. This has been termed the p-zone (participant zone). Further out, behind the
participants, lies a region of space approximately double the width of a person. This region
has been termed the r-zone and serves as a sort of a transition zone between the formation and
the rest of the social space.

Formations may need to accommodate the movement patterns of other people in the space
by leaving certain passageways open for others to pass through. These are termed intersected
formations. Sometimes intersections are formed by physical passageways and barriers, such
as isles through auditoriums or room dividers. While certain types of formations hold when
people are in motion, zones are not preserved.

Physical structures can directly influence gatherings and how they break into formations,
and sometimes they are deliberately set up for facilitating such social occasions. The divider
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Concept Description Sources

social space Any space with mutual embodied access EG
gathering Collection of two or more people EG
social situation Space that adds people immediately to a gathering EG
social occasion Reason for a social situation EG
formation Tight cluster of coordinated activity within a gathering AS, AK
dyad Formation of two people AS
element Formation of people with common orientation AS
F-formation Formation of people facing each other AS, AK
bystander Participant in gathering, but not in formation EG
formation zones Space occupied by and surrounding formations AS, AK
o-zone Innermost zone covered by overlapping orientations AS, AK
p-zone Zone occupied by formation participants AS, AK
r-zone Outermost zone serving as formation transition area AS, AK
intersection Passageway or structure splitting formations AS

Table 14.1: Some useful concepts that describe the structure of social space and their sources
(EG = [Goffman 1963]; AS = [Scheflen 1976]; AK = [Kendon 1990])

and furnishing in Figure 14.1 facilitate two simultaneous gatherings and certain formations
within them. A seat is a location for seating that can then be arranged into larger modules
that together circumscribe an o-zone for face-formations (such as the chairs in Figure 14.1),
or they can arrange into elements of common orientation facing a target, such as a TV (such
as the couch in Figure 14.1), stage, or a theatre screen in an auditorium. Furniture can also
provide work surfaces that serve as focus points for participants during interaction.

14.2.2 The Body in Social Space
By being present in a social space, a person will occupy a certain physical volume. While
there is a large variation in body shapes, an approximation to the space occupied by a single
person will suffice for most models of social space. One useful approximation of this volume
is four cubic cubits, as shown in Figure 14.3. The cubit measure was originally defined as the
distance from a full-grown person’s elbow to the end of their middle finger2. The best way to
understand this distance is to bring both elbows to your sides and bend them to 90◦, sticking
your forearms out in front, which then creates a perfect square cubit. While exact cubit lengths
have varied slightly through the ages, 20in, or roughly 0.5m, is a good round approximation.
Four cubic cubits divide the body into four body regions, which correspond to the feet and

2 Encyclopedia Britannica, https://www.britannica.com/science/cubit. Accessed August 7, 2021.
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Figure 14.3: A person occupies a space that is roughly four cubic cubits, dividing the body
into four regions. To be able to comfortably act, a person will need an area that is roughly 2×2
square cubits, which corresponds to what is called a location. A cubit unit is approximately
0.5m long.

lower part of the legs, the upper part of the legs and pelvis, the torso, and finally the head (see
Figure 14.3). The exact arrangement of the cubic cubits can vary a bit, for example, between
a person standing and sitting down.

Naturally, if the four cubic cubits were the only space a person could peruse in a social
gathering, they would feel quite constrained and be unable to perform most actions. By
doubling the footprint of this space, however, we get something that corresponds to a person’s
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location, which is a unit or cell that allows us to place a person comfortably in a social
environment (see Section 14.2.1 and Figure 14.3).

Figure 14.4: Orienting different body regions can claim different spaces, or segments, around
a person. By combining the orientations of the upper two regions (head and torso), a single
upper segment can be commanded, and likewise, by combining the orientations of the lower
two regions (legs and pelvis), a lower segment can be claimed. This makes it possible
for instance to engage in a side involvement while still committing to the original dyadic
formation.

While the physical body is bound to its exact location, the four different body regions
also claim space beyond that location through independent outward orientation. That is,
by orienting the head, torso, pelvis, and legs/feet, four different segments of space further
away can potentially be commanded socially by the person (see Figure 14.4). Rather than
commanding all four potential segments, it is more common for people to claim only two
segments by combining the orientations of the two upper body regions (claiming an upper
segment) and the orientations of the two lower body regions (claiming a lower segment).
A segment that coincides with an activity sustained by the person, such as watching TV
or interacting with someone, is termed a transactional segment. This segment is usually
respected by others, and typically will not get needlessly invaded. Taken together, the space
occupied by the person and their claimed segments is termed their territory. The size of
a claimed segment will vary by context, but the extent of personal influence is naturally
constrained by sensing distances, which serve as a foundation for the interpersonal distances
described by the proxemic classification system [Hall 1966].
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Originally conceived as part of the study of animal behavior and how animals react to the
proximity of others, the classification of distances from a human body has resulted in four
useful distances: Intimate, personal, social, and public (see Figure 14.5). The exact distances
are not fixed numbers, but they roughly define spaces around a person that correspond to
different interaction opportunities. These are largely influenced, on the one hand, by relatively
universal physical limitations of the human species such as visual acuity and hearing, but on
the other hand, they are influenced by contextual variables such as demographic and cultural
norms.

The distances summarized below represent the results of Hall’s study performed on middle-
class healthy adults from the northeastern seaboard of the United States [Hall 1966]. Hall
cautions that these should not be taken as a representation of human behavior in general [Hall
1966], but it is worth noting the reference to general human capacity for perceiving and acting
at different distances.

Intimate distance is closer than one cubit, or 0.5m, away (see Figure 14.5). One could
therefore say that two people at an intimate distance are more or less sharing the same location
(see above). At this distance people can easily touch and embrace each other, and whispers
can be heard. They have a good, detailed view of each other’s face, but the rest of the body
is not readily seen and is visually distorted. Personal distance corresponds to the comfortable
distance one typically maintains from others, which ranges from 0.5m to 1.5m. By placing
people at separate locations, for example, with chairs, this distance is ensured. People can
easily hear speech at moderate voice levels and they can perceive each other’s full bodies
without visual distortion. It is possible to reach and grasp, at the closer end of the range, but
slightly further out people can barely touch. Social distance is kept with those one intends
to conduct relatively impersonal interactions with, ranging from about 1.5m to 3.5m. At this
distance touch is not possible without effort and high visual detail in faces are not easily
perceived, but normal voices can be heard. At the far end of the range, it may become harder
to maintain visual contact and disengagements become less of an effort. Public distance is
anything further than 3.5m and would be considered a relatively safe distance from anyone,
for example, a person you would want to avoid. At this distance only exaggerated or amplified
voices can be heard, and gestures become more prominent than facial expressions.

Bringing social influence beyond the closer distances people can engage in pointing, also
called a deictic, a reference, or simply just a point. It doesn’t have to be a classic pointing hand
gesture, with an extended index finger, it could be something more subtle like a brief flick of
the hand toward a distant target. It doesn’t even have to be a hand gesture at all, it could also
be accomplished with gaze, head movement, or even with a foot. This ability to project a clear,
yet invisible, ray into the entire social space can serve many important functions (see Section
14.2.3) and is just another example of how people apply their bodies’ flexible articulation to
exploit the space around them.
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Figure 14.5: Proxemics describe opportunities for interaction at different interpersonal dis-
tances based on human sensory capabilities as well as cultural norms. Four ranges are identi-
fied by Hall [1966]: Intimate, personal, social, and public. As a person approaches, the exact
interaction configuration is negotiated through a salutation sequence. During the approach it
is important to break mutual gaze in order to minimize perceived threat.

14.2.3 Interaction Functions in Social Space
Now that we have an idea of how social space is structured, and how the human body occupies
that space, we turn to the interaction that occurs within that space, essentially how people
accomplish their social goals.

There is a fundamental principle that underlies this discussion, and that is that people
generally adhere to social norms in social spaces. People strive to ”fit in,” that is, they do
not want to attract undue attention. This requires a balance, where people do not want to
thrust themselves on others but they simultaneously do not withdraw themselves from their
presence. The interaction functions observed in social spaces emerge from this closed natural
system of social order [Goffman 1963]. These functions can be classified as belonging either
to unfocused interaction or focused interaction. We look at each in turn.

Unfocused Interaction Unfocused interaction is what takes place when people are merely
managing their co-presence in the social space without meaningful mutual engagement, such
as conversations. An example would be a person walking through a crowded mall and casually
browsing for good deals at one of the stores. At a very basic level, the person needs to navigate
the space without causing others distress by physically colliding with them. Where possible,
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Concept Description Source

cubit Elbow to fingertip, approximately 0.5m (20in) AS
region One of four cubic cubit sized portions of the body AS
location Area needed by person for action (approx. 2×2 cubits) AS
segment Space further out claimed by orientation of a body region AS
territory The space both occupied and claimed by a person AS
intimate distance Closer than one cubit away, sharing location EH
personal distance Comfortable distance, between 1 to 3 cubits away EH
social distance Impersonal interaction distance, between 3 and 7 cubits away EH
public distance Safe distance from anyone, over 7 cubits away EH
point Extending or orienting a body part to call out a target AS

Table 14.2: Some useful concepts that describe the spatial structure bodies and their sources
(AS = [Scheflen 1975, 1976]; EH = [Hall 1966])

the person should try to stay at least a personal distance away from others, but this can be hard
in cramped spaces such as elevators. Navigation will often follow certain patterns to make the
job less cognitively demanding, for example, pedestrians tend to route along paths that are
already established, such as by keeping to the same side of the walkway or simply by following
the people ahead of them, sometimes forming streams or lanes where people string along, one
following another. Where bottlenecks occur, people resort to common routing techniques such
as step-and-slide, where they momentarily turn sideways while stepping past an oncoming
person.

But being present in a social space is about much more than establishing a collision-free
path. Another very important skill that people need to rely on is to signal an expected level
of social awareness and at least a minimal availability to the social setting. If these signals
are not sent, the person is likely to stand out in some way, for example as being hostile or
judgmental, as being ill or at best lost in their own thoughts (see Figure 14.6a). That kind
of attention one should give to others by briefly looking at them, as they pass by, has been
termed civil inattention. This is just enough eye contact to properly perceive the people around
you and acknowledging their presence, but not long enough to constitute an invitation for a
longer engagement (see Figure 14.6b). Typically, mutual gaze that lasts for 2s or less, is not
interpreted as a meaningful attempt to engage [Goffman 1963].

There are times when people care to only maintain unfocused interaction, thus doing what
they can to avoid being brought into greater social involvement. To this end they carry out
different strategies. Perhaps the most effective strategy is to remove the opportunity for mutual
observation altogether, through what has been termed an involvement shield. Such shields can
be anything from complete shelters from the rest of the gathering, such as adjacent bathrooms,
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(a) Ignoring (b) Attending (c) Inviting

Figure 14.6: A person who does not display signals of minimal attention toward others in a
gathering may seem to be deliberately ignoring them (a). A brief sign of attention is civil,
without commitment to engagement (b). Basic attention can be turned into an invitation to
engage by adding full head orientation, raised eyebrows, and a smile (c).

to covering one’s face with a newspaper. Today, cell phones provide convenient involvement
shields as they are readily available in most people’s pockets and offer a legitimate call for
diverted attention. It is important to understand that these shields still need to be socially
acceptable by the gathering or a person might risk getting called out for disrupting it or
otherwise displaying contempt for it.

Instead of resorting to physical barriers or objects, one can also attempt to maintain a public
distance from other people, where possible, and stay out of the r-zones of group formations.
Where closer distances are required, full or partial orientation away from others, for example,
by taking an outward facing seat, can help cut lines of mutual perception. Gaze can also be
cast down on the ground, for example, in an elevator or while being forced to pass within
someone’s personal or social distance.

The point at which two people mutually react to one another, and possibly recognize each
other (e.g., as acquaintances or friends), is a potential first step in a sequence of behaviors
that often precede further engagement. If at this point mutual gaze is held for longer than
would pass for civil inattention, moving to the next step in the so-called salutation sequence
is very likely to occur. That step would be the distance salutation, where the typical behavior
involves tossing the head upward, with the chin pointing toward the other person, while raising
eyebrows and smiling (see Figure 14.6c). This could also involve waving (see Figure 14.5).
If this salutation is mutual, and no avoidance takes place, the two parties will likely approach
each other, with the intent to start further interaction (see Figure 14.5). During the approach,
gaze is broken, as it would be considered too threatening or intense to maintain constant gaze
throughout. When the people get into either the social zone or personal zone (often depending
on the level of formality), they perform a close salutation, which grants them an opportunity
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Concept Description Source

unfocused interaction Co-presence without meaningful interaction EG
focused interaction Commitment to social engagement or involvement EG
navigating Moving through space while avoiding collisions Any
following Navigating behind another person that picks the path Any
streaming People following one another along a path PC
lane formation Same as streaming EG
step-and-slide Stepping past an oncoming person by turning sideways PC
civil inattention Minimal eye contact, less than 2s, to signal awareness

without engagement
EG

involvement shield Avoiding social involvement by preventing mutual ob-
servation

EG

recognition Signals to a person that they have been recognized by
another

AK

distance salutation Clear invitation to further social engagement from afar AK
approach Navigating toward another person with intent to engage AK
close salutation Greeting at end of approach, e.g., hand shake, estab-

lishes formation
AK

commitment How interested a person is in interacting with another AS

Table 14.3: Some useful concepts that describe interaction functions in social space and their
sources (EG = [Goffman 1963]; AS = [Scheflen 1976]; AK = [Kendon 1990, Kendon et al.
1981]; PC = [Collett and Marsh 1981])

to negotiate the spatial arrangement of their subsequent interaction (e.g. keeping them at arm’s
length in the social zone with a handshake or bringing them into the personal zone with a hug).
The interaction has now become a focused interaction.

Focused Interaction Focused interaction is what happens when people commit to some
form of an extended social engagement or involvement such as a conversation or watching
something together. Other chapters in this book dwell on what happens during focused inter-
action, especially around conversations. Therefore, this section will only briefly mention a few
examples where spatial behavior helps in managing co-presence during focused interaction.

Clear visual reference through pointing behavior, as we have seen in other chapters in this
book, can provide useful information during conversation, but it can also serve as a way to
connect individuals who belong to the same gathering, without being directly linked to the
ongoing conversation. Either the pointing behavior binds the people together because they are
pointing toward the same target, for example, people gathering to watch something unusual
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(a) Low mutual commitment (b) High mutual commitment

Figure 14.7: Body configurations exhibiting different levels of commitment within a forma-
tion

happening across the street, or they could point toward each other to indicate or strengthen
relations. That could happen when recognizing a friend in a crowd, or when talking to several
people but wanting to demonstrate greater commitment to one of them (see below). The ability
to execute pointing of various types and with various targets, both near and far, can therefore
carry an important relational function.

The usefulness of dividing the body into separate orientation regions becomes clear when
we consider multiple people orienting toward a common point of interest. How the rest of
the body is oriented will signal whether the people are experiencing this together or are
unaffiliated individuals who merely happen to attend to the same thing. While one region,
such as the head, is oriented toward the interest, one or more of the other body regions
would exhibit mutual orientation toward those individuals they are ”with,” but ensure minimal
orientation toward others. Through the flexible orientation mechanisms of the body, people
can establish and maintain membership in formations and even in formations within other
formations (see Figure 14.4). Combined with position, this is how people signal and organize
their social affiliation and engagement, which is essential to managing their participation in a
social gathering.

Within established formations, we can talk about different levels of commitment between
participants, as exhibited through the configuration of their bodies (see Figure 14.7). When
commitment is low, we would see fewer body regions oriented toward the other person and
more partial orientations (wide angles). We would see body regions covered (e.g., with crossed
arms or legs) and kept still (to minimize noticeable behavior). The individuals would also
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attempt to maintain maximum possible distance between them, given the constraints of the
formation (see Figure 14.7a). When commitment is high, we would see multiple body regions
orienting toward the other, and more full orientations (acute angles). Body regions would be
exposed to the partner but possibly barred from others. We could also see shorter distances
between the people and even tactile contact (see Figure 14.7b).

14.3 History / Overview
We now look at how social space has factored into the evolution of SIAs, and virtual agents
in particular, considering how the above theoretical models have been incorporated and
implemented so far. The history can be roughly divided into four phases, two of which started
before the publication of Cassell et al. [2000b] and two which started later. The spans of years
shown indicate the apex of each phase.

14.3.1 First Phase: Behavioral Animation (Approx. 1985 - 1995)
Probably the most influential work on modeling groups of virtual agents traversing three-
dimensional space, while being under some sort of a social influence, is the boids (”bird-oids”)
model proposed by Craig Reynolds [1987]. Inspired by particle systems, used to animate
complex dynamic phenomena, the work extended individual particles by adding orientation
and 3D shapes to them, as well as the ability to react to other surrounding particles. Essentially,
this set up some of the basic components of social motion, that is position, orientation, and the
ability to define interaction rules. But instead of implementing rules of human social behavior,
the ”boids” incorporated behaviors of flocking birds and other animals, which included their
desire to stick with the flock while avoiding crashing into its other members. This resulted in
three motion rules that would directly modify the velocity of each boid super particle: Avoid
imminent collisions with your closest flock mates (static avoidance), match their velocity
(predictive avoidance), and attempt to get closer to the center of the flock. The resulting
simulation produced animation that most would agree resembled flocking birds fairly well, but
more importantly, Reynolds had introduced the powerful concept of Behavioral Animation,
and rule-based group interaction, to a very large audience in the graphics and animation world.

Bringing a similar set of motion rules to the modeling of pedestrian behavior, Helbing
and Molnár [1995] introduced the so-called Social Force Model. While the leap from animal
behavior models to human models may seem very large, Helbing and Molnár argued that
simple or standard situations that are well predictable could in fact depend on fully automatic
reaction, suitably modeled as equations of motion. More complex or new situations, however,
would still require deliberate action, better described, for example, with probabilistic models.
Focusing then on the standard situations, Helbing and Molnár [1995] propose a so-called
social force that has the power to alter the preferred velocity of a pedestrian trying to
reach a certain destination. This modifying force is meant to sum up internal motivations
of pedestrians to perform certain automated motions in response to their environment. One
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such automation rule describes a repulsive territorial effect, citing Scheflen [1976], that
ensures that agents keep a certain distance from others (assuming they are strangers). Another
automation rule creates an attractive effect toward friends or performers, which can form
groups (”comparable to molecules”). These two automation rules have the greatest effect for
what is perceived in front of the agent, but much less for influences behind the agent. In
addition to these two rules, the social force also includes slight random fluctuation to represent
variation in behavior.

Simulations that run this model seem to produce a number of behaviors that can be
observed in human behavior data, including lane formation. By focusing on the reactive aspect
of pedestrian motion, complementing more deliberate motion planning, this approach brought
Reynolds’ animal-focused models, and more generally Behavioral Animation, squarely into
the realm of human social behavior modeling.

As if the challenge of modeling human velocity was not enough, animating the walking
motion, while also interacting with the environment through gaze and gesture, was a tremen-
dous challenge for early social agent researchers. Putting this all together into a comprehen-
sive and complex virtual human software framework called Jack, Badler [1997] describes a
two-level architecture where one level optimized reactivity to the environment and another
that executed scripts or planned complex tasks [Badler 1997]. The reactive level could es-
tablish and maintain a seamless and almost tangible bond between the virtual person and the
space that they occupied, for example, by placing the feet correctly on the ground during
locomotion, gazing toward sensed people and objects according to an attention model, and
grasping objects with the appropriate hand shape. These are all things that require little con-
scious planning, but without them the body would literally lose its grip on the environment.
Jack was able to perform many of these movements using inverse kinematics, a mathemati-
cal method for configuring a chain of joints so that it can reach a given point in space [Zhao
and Badler 1994], a crucial component for bringing behavioral animation to fully articulated
human figures.

While the Jack system ran one of the earliest embodied conversational agent demos
[Cassell et al. 1994], showcasing two virtual agents engaged in fully automated face-to-face
conversation, it was also capable of supporting interactions among multiple virtual agents
in a furnished virtual house, as demonstrated in JackMOO [Badler et al. 2000, Shi et al.
1999]. Here Jack models were in fact avatars of remote human users that could command
their virtual avatar bodies around the house using natural language instructions. The Jack
agent’s awareness of the environment made it capable of breaking high-level commands down
into meaningful spatial actions, such as walking up to another avatar before speaking to it. It
was also capable of picking appropriate behavior realization, such as the style of non-verbal
greeting, based on social context. Here the social smarts mainly arose from plan execution of
deliberate actions and sub-actions, whereas the reactive level did not seem to be carrying out
any social motion or orientation based on a theoretical social model.
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Similar to JackMOO, BodyChat [Vilhjalmsson 1996, Vilhjálmsson and Cassell 1998] was
a shared virtual environment where users were represented by smart avatars that automated
some of the non-verbal cues of social co-presence and interaction in social space. Unlike
JackMOO, BodyChat focused completely on reactive behavior, triggered autonomously by
simple socially related sensory events such as other avatars entering or leaving social range,
or others signaling interest in further engagement. BodyChat essentially took several existing
social theories and implemented them in specific behaviors and rules that triggered them.
Since the primary goal with BodyChat was to facilitate managing co-presence and establishing
contact between users, these theoretical models included civil inattention [Goffman 1963],
openness to engagement [Cary 1978, Scheflen 1976], and a model of human greetings,
which included distance salutations and close salutations [Kendon 1990]. It may have been
somewhat controversial to let the avatars generate social signals autonomously while their
users drove them around the virtual environment, but since high-level decisions were still
under users’ control, such as whether they were open to social contact, the automation ended
up positively affecting the social experience [Cassell and Vilhjalmsson 1999].

14.3.2 Second Phase: Embodied Conversation (Approx. 1995 - 2005)
Around this time, some of the first successful Embodied Conversational Agents were being
born. They generally delved deep into the rich coffers of existing social behavior models to
endow fully autonomous virtual agents with social face-to-face interaction skills. However,
most of these agents were designed and implemented for a relatively simple configuration of
the social space, where the user and agent were in a dyadic formation with no one else around.
By placing the agent on a stationary display, the agent would not be expected to move, and
thus it was typically the user’s job to approach and engage the agent [Cassell et al. 2000b], if
they were not already in conversation from the start. Representing, navigating and exploiting
the social space was therefore secondary for most of these systems.

Even though they could not move around, limited spatial awareness was built into some of
the ECAs, allowing them to detect the presence of a single physical person at the appropriate
social range. Sometimes they would also detect whether that person oriented and/or gazed
toward the agent [Cassell et al. 1999, Thorisson 1997]. A combination of distance and
orientation would then trigger an engagement with the agent, who would then proceed to
greet and have a conversation with the person. The remainder of the interaction would then
take place at a single, usually well defined, location - in a fixed formation.

The most notable exception to this among the early ECAs was the STEVE agent [Rickel
and Johnson 1999, 2000], whom the user joined aboard a virtual naval vessel using a head-
mounted virtual reality display. STEVE was a tutoring agent capable of instructing the user on
how to use the equipment on board, both through demonstration and by providing feedback.
STEVE possessed dyadic conversation skills and could also guide the user around the vessel
by navigating its passageways. But a particularly advanced spatial behavior involved STEVE’s
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ability to command two separate spatial segments at once, by deliberately orienting the two
lower body regions toward the equipment, to claim a task-related segment, while orienting
the two upper regions toward the user at appropriate times during the interaction to maintain
social engagement. Claiming the task segment, or transactional segment, provided the user
with a strong suggestion for mutual orientation toward a common point of interest. It also
ensured unhindered access to the equipment being operated on. Had other people been there,
they would not have crossed the space between STEVE and the equipment due to this strong
social signal.

Another spatial behavior exhibited by some early ECAs was to refer to shared objects
in the environment through deictic gestures or pointing [André et al. 2000, Cassell et al.
2000a, Lester et al. 1999, Thorisson 1997]. The generation of co-verbal pointing gestures
is well covered elsewhere in this handbook, but taking pointing further, the Cosmo agent
was also capable of navigating closer to the object being referenced to avoid potential
referential ambiguity [Lester et al. 1999, 2000]. Unlike STEVE, Cosmo did not occupy the
same 3D space as the user, and thus the more nuanced management of co-presence was not
required. In some sense, the culmination of the deictic demonstration agent occurred with the
whole-body motion planning and synthesis framework of Huang and Kallmann [2016]. Their
framework used data extracted from human experiments to generate lifelike locomotion, body
positioning, and demonstration actions for arbitrarily located objects and observers, taking
into account obstacles and visual occluders in the space. However, little interaction took place
beyond the demonstration itself.

Arguably, one of the most spatially aware of the classic ECAs was MAX [Kopp and
Wachsmuth 2004], which was built to engage with a human in a face-to-face collaborative
activity. Even though the collaboration took place in a relatively static spatial configuration,
standing around a fixed worktable, the upper body had to be carefully and continuously man-
aged [Nguyen and Wachsmuth 2011]. By analyzing its own reaching space, or peripersonal
space, and projecting it onto its partner, it could model an interaction space, which essentially
covers the space reachable by both agent and human. This space sits in the intimate to per-
sonal range, according to the proxemics theory [Hall 1966], and extends the visual attention
space, covered by the o-space of an F-formation [Kendon 1990] - thus refining existing spatial
social theories with a model of physical collaboration space [Nguyen and Wachsmuth 2011].

14.3.3 Third Phase: Gatherings and Groups (Approx. 2005 - 2010)
Having conversations with agents in larger and more complex spaces got pushed by 3D
applications such as social training environments and games, further propelled by rapid 3D
game engine advances. The Tactical Language and Culture Training System, built using the
Unreal Engine, was one such system that simulated various social scenarios involving multiple
virtual agents and an avatar controlled by a user [Johnson et al. 2004]. All of them could
freely move around the virtual environments. A modular social component attached to each
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virtual agent, called Social Puppet [Vilhjalmsson et al. 2007], would use a set of rules to
generate appropriate reactive social behavior as they approached each other and the avatar,
allowing them to engage each other naturally in conversation. During conversations, the social
component would also animate a range of conversational behavior synchronized with speech.
However, the agents were not able to establish and maintain dynamic group formations. Once
a certain proximity to a single target agent or avatar was reached, they would simply stay
in place and get ready for conversation. This was a limitation shared by many game-based
applications.

Scaling up the complexity of social scenes, the pedestrian simulation by Shao and Ter-
zopoulos [2005] was capable of filling a replica of New York’s Penn Station with hundreds
of people going about their everyday commuter business, while ensuring a certain level of
behavioral realism. For the most part, this realism arose from reactive behavior rules, extend-
ing earlier steering frameworks [Helbing and Molnár 1995, Reynolds 1987, 1999], that truly
exhibited awareness, and to some extent prediction, of the behavior of surrounding pedestri-
ans across a number of different environmental configurations such as wide-open spaces and
narrow stairs. This reactive local navigation control was coupled with higher-level cognitive
control that provided the pedestrians both with navigational goals as well as non-navigational
activities such as sitting to rest, watching performers, chatting with friends, and queuing up at
vending and ticketing machines.

This work successfully demonstrated an impressive crowd in a complex environment, but
on closer inspection, in spite of being aware of each other, individuals exchanged no reactive
social signals. They either hurried through ”lost in their own thoughts” or executed specific
behavior routines when engaged in an activity. The models of motion, while impressive in
dealing with complex navigation, were not drawn from any social theories describing the
intricacies of social exchange. Yet, the sheer spectacle and premise of the simulation inspired
a wide range of crowd simulations that followed, many of which started relying more on social
theories to improve upon the social realism.

The HiDAC (High-Density Autonomous Crowds) system [Pelechano et al. 2007] took fur-
ther steps toward social realism by deepening the model of the individual virtual agent, includ-
ing a description of personality and mood. Different kinds of rules, including psychological,
physiological and geometrical, would then influence the final physical forces acting upon the
individually simulated bodies. Finally, the rules were context dependent, that is, they would
only get applied during situations where they were relevant, such as dropping politeness when
a person would enter a state of panic and try to evacuate a place as fast as possible. This overall
approach lent itself well to controlling greater behavioral detail, especially relevant to creating
believable first-person, or egocentric, experiences as opposed to only focusing on achieving
reasonable overall crowd movement [Pelechano Gómez et al. 2007].

Creating dynamic conversation formations of virtual agents that would accommodate par-
ticipants joining and leaving was a relatively clear need in interactive social virtual environ-
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ments, which both Jan and Traum [2007] and Pedica and Vilhjálmsson [2008] addressed in
their work around the same time. The former built on a multimodal turn-taking simulation
of a small group discussion [Padilha and Carletta 2002], which was applied to a group of
background characters in a virtual training scenario [Jan and Traum 2005]. Encouraged by
the increased believability achieved by simulating these conversations in the background and
making them visible through appropriate non-verbal behavior, their next step was to simulate
dynamic positioning and orientation for these characters based on who participated in each
conversation [Jan and Traum 2007]. This work incorporated the distances from proxemics and
proposes a specific Social Force model that builds up a motivation to move by adding up an
attractive force toward the speaker, a repelling force from outside noise, a repelling force from
getting too close to other agents, and a force toward a circular formation for the group in the
social range [Jan and Traum 2007].

Figure 14.8: CADIA Populus was a modular and dynamic social simulation framework that
extended the social force model through theories of human territoriality and proxemics.

A similar idea grew out of the Social Puppet work that extended the foundation of the
Social Force model [Helbing and Molnár 1995] through theories of human territoriality
[Scheflen 1976], as well as proxemics [Hall 1966], to arrive at a modular and dynamic social
simulation framework that included interaction with a player-controlled avatar [Pedica and
Vilhjálmsson 2008, 2012, Pedica et al. 2010].

The original implementation of this framework, called Populus (see Figure 14.8), gave ev-
ery character, including the player’s avatar, perceptual capabilities through an easily extend-
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able sensory system. In addition to basic senses such vision and hearing, a higher level ”social
perception” was implemented, which would generate sensory events when others would cross
interpersonal distance boundaries within the field of view or get within personal distance
regardless of angle [Pedica et al. 2010]. Another important feature that set this work apart
from its predecessors was the modeling of multiple body regions, making it possible to let
motivating forces adjust the orientation of eyes, head, and torso separately from direction of
locomotion. This provided a much finer control over the social body and the management of
affiliation and engagement within the social space.

Motion rules could be tied to various conditions, including sensory events. Populus focused
first on steering rules that would establish and maintain an F-formation. More specifically, all
participants in a conversation group performed a series of reactive positioning and re-orienting
behaviors that were aimed at defending the group’s o-space. In the case of a disruption, for
example, another participant joining the group or even just passing close enough to trigger
a brief defense of personal space, a series of compensating movements by group members
would help reach a stable formation again. Thus an equilibrium was maintained within the
F-formation.

Another important social concept embraced by Populus was the concept of a frame, which
is the set of behavior rules and social norms that participants engaged in interaction, such
as a group conversation, silently accept [Goffman 1974]. By making the frame and its rules
computationally explicit, specific behavior rules could be triggered based on what interaction
was taking place. This led to a series of Populus extensions that dealt with particular social
scenarios, such as non-focused interaction at bus stops and sidewalks [Cafaro et al. 2009],
business transactions affected by social interruptions [Thrainsson et al. 2011], finding and
joining tables at a restaurant [Carstensdottir et al. 2011], and social navigation through tight
spaces [Oliva and Vilhjálmsson 2014]. A number of additional unpublished scenarios were
built and explored by students at the Center for Analysis and Design of Intelligent Agents
(CADIA) at Reykjavik University, where the framework was used for both teaching and
research.

Populus, which was scripted in Python on top of the Panda 3D game platform3, was
later re-designed and re-implemented as the Impulsion plug-in for the Unity 3D R© game
engine, where behaviors were implemented using Behavior Trees [Pedica and Vilhjálmsson
2012]. This integration with a major game engine facilitated migration into several larger
scale projects, including the Virtual Reykjavik language training platform [Vilhjalmsson et al.
2014], where additional attention was given to behaviors around starting a conversation with
strangers [Ólafsson et al. 2015]. It also made an integration possible with one of the major
Embodied Conversational Agent platforms, VIB (Virtual Interactive Behavior System), also
formerly known as Greta [Niewiadomski et al. 2009], creating social agents that could both

3 See https://www.panda3d.org/
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manage their co-presence in social space and generate expressive co-verbal behavior during
conversations [Cafaro et al. 2016].

Other work has also modeled personal space mathematically to calculate optimal place-
ment of simulated people with respect to one another in a social gathering, arriving at a natural
equilibrium in standing formations. In Laga and Amaoka [2009], the mathematical model not
only considers the distance but also the facing direction by shaping the personal space as an
oval stretching out in front of each person. The work of Karimaghalou et al. [2014] further
extends the updated social force model from Pedica and Vilhjálmsson [2008] by activating
the repulsive force before personal distance is violated (they term this a predictive repulsive
force), in order to avoid overshooting, which could result in unnatural oscillation. In addi-
tion, this work added a model of interest, which drove participants to leave and join groups
dynamically, creating a relatively dynamic social gathering [Karimaghalou et al. 2014].

Also concerned with generating believable interactions between people in a gathering, the
work of Sun et al. [2012] introduces a three-step model: triggering, initiating and animating.
The triggering step relied on several contextual parameters and designer input to produce a
reasonable number of conversations. The initiating step was responsible for bringing the two
participants into a chosen formation, taking proxemics into account, and starting a parameter-
ized conversation of a chosen type (several dyadic conversation archetypes were proposed).
These were selected and adjusted based on agent attributes as well as environmental context.
Finally, a Behavior Tree was used to animate the conversation itself, from start to finish, taking
into account the supplied parameters.

While these works helped make a gathering look more social by generating engagement,
they mostly focused on social interaction while the virtual agents were standing or sitting
still. One of the greatest challenges in simulating behavior in social space is to model social
interaction while moving through that space, for example, between couples in a moving dyadic
formation.

Bringing social interaction into motion, the seminal work of Peters and Ennis [2009] used a
video corpus to analyze both standing and walking groups of pedestrians in an urban campus,
to be simulated by their Metropolis visualization engine. As the behavior differed between
areas, a specialized tool MetroPed was developed to place individuals and groups into differ-
ent behavior zones, such as open areas and corridors for walking. Using formation templates,
based on observed walking formation forms, and cohesion scores between individual mem-
bers within formations, the simulation was capable of generating relatively realistic looking
groups of people walking together while adapting to path width and oncoming pedestrian
traffic. The authors claim that the key to advancing social simulations, such as this one, is the
iterative process of corpus analysis, model enhancement, and evaluation. In particular, per-
ceptual evaluation, where independent viewers judge the realism of the results, is proposed
as an important evaluation method.
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The work of Popelová et al. [2011] extends classic steering frameworks, and the frequently
used leader-follower steering paradigm [Reynolds 1999], with steering rules and parameters
that define a steering partnership between two agents aiming for the same destination. With
special behaviors for giving way and waiting for partner, these rules applied to a number
of pedestrian scenarios produced higher social believability scores in a perceptual evaluation
than a baseline leader-follower model [Popelová et al. 2011].

One of the most elaborate frameworks for simulating social groups of pedestrians traveling
together was originally presented in Rojas and Yang [2013] and further elaborated on in
Rojas et al. [2016, 2014]. In this work, pedestrian agents can be assigned to slots attached
to an invisible group agent that takes care of global navigation. Slot positions are defined
by formation templates, which include ”abreast,” ”u-shape,” and ”river” while moving and a
”huddle” when stopping (essentially an F-formation). These slot positions represent desired
locations for the pedestrian agents, but actual success at staying in formation may be affected
by other factors such as individual collision avoidance. Furthermore, the choice of formation
template changes dynamically based on available space. Finally, perhaps the most interesting
aspect of the framework is the notion of subgroups within the group. These can be created by
”locking” slots together so that they stay side-by-side, even when the overall formation folds,
for example, from a wider formation to a narrower one. Pedestrians in such locked subgroups
can hold hands or place hands on each other’s back. They will also occasionally gaze toward
each other, further indicating social engagement [Rojas et al. 2016].

Similarly, Ren et al. [2017] extend the well-known Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle algorithm
for stable and collision-free local navigation [van den Berg et al. 2008] with the notion of
connection-agents, a subset of neighbors to stay close to. By adjusting a few parameters,
such as the size of such subsets and upper bounds of distances between members of subsets,
a number of emergent social grouping behaviors have been observed, ranging from couples
walking together to larger groups following a leader [Ren et al. 2017]. While an important
step for turning collision avoidance into something more socially believable, this work did not
attempt to model any finer aspects of social spatial interaction such as upper body orientation
or gaze.

14.3.4 Fourth Phase: Immersive Studies (Approx. 2010 - 2020)
Virtual Reality lets human users fully enter the social space of the virtual agents, opening
the door for studying and exploiting their social co-presence in ways that were not possible
within desktop simulations and 3D games. While virtual agents, such as STEVE [Rickel and
Johnson 1999], already existed in VR at the turn of the century, expensive equipment and
technical challenges limited such research to a handful of labs. Two of the most influential
ones, the Virtual Environments and Computer Graphics lab at University College London
and the Research Center for Virtual Environments and Behavior (ReCVEB) at University
of Santa Barbara, provided early evidence that the shared virtual space obeyed the same
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theoretical social principles as physical space. For instance, people would stay at least an
intimate distance away from virtual agents while getting a closer look at them - and further
away if the virtual agents started at them [Bailenson et al. 2003]. And even when conscious of
the artificiality of the virtual agents, unconscious reactions would indicate respect for social
norms and be in line with scores for social anxiety [Garau et al. 2005]. These, and similar,
results helped propel the idea that significant social interaction with virtual agents could
be had in VR, potentially benefiting applications ranging from anxiety treatment to social
skill training. When a new generation of high fidelity, but low cost, virtual reality equipment
emerged a decade later, virtual agents and their human counterparts flocked into the shared
social space, leading to a number of new insights.

Studies of co-presence in VR tend to focus on two explicit aspects of social behavior:
proxemics and gaze patterns. The two are quite related, as for instance indicated by the
need to break mutual gaze during an approach to avoid appearing too aggressive (see Figure
14.5). Supporting the earlier research on the measurable human subjective and behavioral
response to the proximity of virtual agents in VR [Bailenson et al. 2003, Garau et al. 2005],
a physiological response has also been confirmed [Llobera et al. 2010]. Individual agents or
groups of four agents, would approach the subject and stop at intimate, personal, or social
distance. Both the number of agents and closer distances would correlate with measurements
of higher arousal, based on skin conductance [Llobera et al. 2010]. Surprisingly, the results
did not seem to differ much between virtual agents that were human-like in appearance and
agents that were simple geometrical cylinders, in part explained by the potential threat of
getting hit by one [Llobera et al. 2010].

By letting participants signal with a button press when virtual agents have reached a
comfortable and then an uncomfortable distance, the significance of the boundary between
the personal distance and social distance has been confirmed in VR [Bönsch et al. 2018].
Discomfort was always reported before the 1.5m outer limit of the personal distance was
crossed, with the reported comfort distance placing all of the agents within the social distance
range of 1.5m - 3.5m. However, the study also showed that the angle of approach, the emotion
displayed, and the number of agents would further modulate the distance. For instance, single
agents could come closer when expressing a happy emotion compared to an angry emotion,
and approaching from the front would require greater distance than when being approached
from the sides [Bönsch et al. 2018]. Perhaps surprisingly, there was some indication that
groups of all smiling agents had to be kept further away than even groups of all angry agents
[Bönsch et al. 2018], but since mutual gaze was not broken during the approach, the smile
may have been interpreted as sign of confident aggression.

Examining a more nuanced interplay between interpersonal distance and gaze, Kolkmeier
et al. [2016] conceived a study based on the equilibrium theory [Argyle and Dean 1965], that
states that the balance between the two can be used to regulate a perceived level of intimacy.
A pilot established that an agent switching between gazing toward and away from the human
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at random intervals between 2s and 5s was perceived neutral, while always responding with
mutual gaze upon being looked at, and letting it linger for 1.5 s afterwards, was perceived
intimate (a constant stare was considered too ”creepy,” as one would expect). Furthermore, an
agent staying at 0.75m was perceived as neutral, while stepping closer than 40cm was consid-
ered intimate - corresponding well with Hall’s personal and intimate distances, respectively.
During the full study, these were then manipulated in a group conversation between a human
subject and two virtual agents, and the gaze and proxemic response of the human measured.
The strongest response was received when an equilibrium state was broken by changing both
distance and gaze at the same time, while changing only gaze elicited a weaker response than
changing only the distance [Kolkmeier et al. 2016].

Bringing in a cultural dimension, Obaid et al. [2012] devised a pilot study where human
subjects, belonging to either a high contact (Arabic) or a low contact (German) culture, would
join four couples of virtual agents. Two couples would exhibit the gaze and proxemic behavior
that correlated with the Arabic and German culture, respectively, but two couples would adopt
inconsistent gaze and proxemic behavior. While more data is needed, tendencies in heart rate
indicated that the subjects, irrespective of culture, remained more relaxed when the gaze and
proxemic behavior of the virtual agents were consistent [Obaid et al. 2012].

Studying immersive interaction with larger gatherings of virtual agents in VR has been
technically difficult because of the heavy computational demands, both from simulating a
larger number of agents and from rendering the scene for each eye at high frame rates for
the Head-Mounted Display. However, better hardware has made this attainable in recent years
and several platforms for crowd interaction in VR have emerged.

Crowd simulations that support a first-person immersive experience need to support a
relatively convincing animation and rendering of the virtual agents when viewed up-close.
The PedVR platform [Narang et al. 2016] addresses this by combining classic 2D global
and local navigation approaches, including RVO [van den Berg et al. 2008] and the social
force model [Karimaghalou et al. 2014], with the SmartBody character animation system
[Shapiro 2011], which is capable of both synthesizing realistic locomotion behavior and fine-
grained and synchronized non-verbal behavior such as gesture, gaze, and facial expressions.
By using a Behavioral Finite State Machine for directing the agent behavior, a number of
different kinds of interactive social gatherings could be produced and tested. The results of a
study that compared PedVR with and without gaze behavior, that reacted to the presence of
a human subject, suggest that such behavior has substantial impact on participants’ sense of
social presence [Narang et al. 2016]. Anecdotal evidence, including subjects that apologized
to gazing virtual agents they collided with, supports the existing theories about the strength
of social norms that govern social space and the non-verbal cues that signal adherence to
them. In perfect line with these results Kyriakou et al. [2017] reported that subjects navigating
through an outdoor mall with oncoming pedestrians would report the highest level of presence
and realism when the pedestrians exhibited basic social behavior such as verbal salutations,
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gaze, and other gestures toward the subjects. And similarly, the subjects would sometimes
feel compelled to return salutations, even though they were in the middle of a difficult task
chasing a target [Kyriakou et al. 2017].

Another VR crowd platform suitable for immersive studies is the F2FCrowds system that
incorporates a novel navigation algorithm, Interaction Velocity Prediction, which predicts
whether the avatar of a human user is trying to approach a virtual agent for face-to-face
interaction [Randhavane et al. 2017]. When such an approach is detected at a public distance,
a virtual agent will slow down and gaze at the human and help close the distance until within
social range, at which point it will stop and attempt communication. During communication,
the virtual agent can exhibit listening head movements but will not engage verbally. After
the human starts diverting attention, the agent breaks away again to end the engagement
[Randhavane et al. 2017]. A study that compared this full implementation to a baseline PedVR
approach without gaze [Narang et al. 2016] and to a version without head movement, found it
to significantly increase the sense of social presence as well as elicit a stronger reaction from
the human users [Randhavane et al. 2017]. It should be noted that users moved around the
immersive environment using a joystick rather than literally walking.

A similar system for engaging virtual agents in a crowd, but using room-scale VR to let
users walk around a small segment of a virtual mall, was implemented for the social skill
training game SoCueVR [Thordarson and Vilhjálmsson 2019]. Here, a human player was
tasked with approaching strangers that are passing by to collect money for charity. After
the player makes eye contact with someone, the virtual agent would either exhibit inviting
behavior (see Figure 14.6c) or appear annoyed and attempt to ignore the user (see Figure
14.6a). At this point, the user could address the virtual agent verbally, such as by saying
”Excuse me” to initiate contact [Ólafsson et al. 2015], or look for someone else. By correctly
identifying those that exhibit inviting behavior, the player could raise more money over the
duration of the game instead of wasting precious time interacting with agents who would
rather be on their way to somewhere else. Initial usability testing showed that this natural
interaction paradigm, rooted in the social theories discussed in this chapter, worked very
well for the game, leading to targeted and smooth social engagement with the virtual agents
[Thordarson and Vilhjálmsson 2019].

14.4 Similarities and Differences in IVAs and SRs
With regard to social space, the largest difference between virtual agents and social robots
is that the latter exist in the same natural social space as humans, by default. They therefore
need to deal with managing their co-presence with real human bodies, and each other, from
the moment they are switched on. In the early days of robotic research and development,
designers were mainly concerned with ensuring human safety around robots going about
their robotic tasks. This led to a number of solutions for operating in and safely navigating
through complex environments, including advances in visual perception and obstacle avoid-
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ance techniques. However, social robots actually need to make contact with humans, rather
than avoiding them. The seminal work of Satake et al. [2009] clearly demonstrated the value
of a behavior model that followed social norms and theories of human social space. Robots
that simply went directly up to people and started speaking would frequently fail to initiate an
interaction, whereas a more nuanced negotiation of mutual engagement across the different
interpersonal distances (as in Figure 14.5) would prove much more successful [Satake et al.
2009]. Following this work, a number of similar approaches have been studied and the im-
portance of applying social theories to social robotic research has only grown [Charalampous
et al. 2017, Mavrogiannis et al. 2021, Rios-Martinez et al. 2015], however, going deeper into
those methods is outside of the scope of this chapter.

Compared to robots, it is not as straightforward for virtual agents to share physical social
space with humans. Early agents would either exist completely within a virtual environment,
with limited human interaction (e.g., in crowd simulation), or they would exist on a fixed
boundary between the physical and virtual social space. That boundary would then have been
framed by a large monitor or a projection surface. One could argue that such a setup could
mimic a stationary social robot, but the lack of physical presence may become a factor that is
hard to overcome in the general sense [Li 2015], and also for specific interaction requiring a
common frame of spatial reference or manipulation of physical objects, such as discussed in
Holthaus and Wachsmuth [2012].

However, with advances in XR technologies, both virtual and augmented reality, humans
are increasingly sharing full-scale social space with virtual agents in ways that are closer
to the spatial interaction with social robots than before. In virtual reality, the human steps
into the world of the agent (see Section 14.3.4), and in augmented reality, the agent steps
into the physical world of the human as a graphical overlay. The latter may well generate
the appearance of a physically instantiated virtual agent, and the management of social co-
presence may look identical for both virtual agent and social robot in the same environment,
but any modification of the environment becomes a real challenge for the virtual agent. How
would it, for instance, re-arrange a chair to join a sitting formation of humans? A space of
creative solutions will need to be explored to fully bring the virtual agents out into our world
- could they, for example, be allowed to bring their own virtual chairs?

14.5 Current Challenges
14.5.1 Formalizing Continuous Spatial Behavior

The Embodied Conversational Behavior community came together and formalized the spec-
ification of multimodal communicative behavior as the Behavior Markup Language (BML)
[Kopp et al. 2006]. It was relatively challenging work, but largely successful, resulting in a
number of BML compatible components that researchers are already sharing, such as Smart-
Body [Shapiro 2011]. BML works particularly well for precisely specifying co-verbal be-
havior, where the non-verbal behavior can be scheduled relative to uttered words. BML is
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fundamentally broken down into blocks for animated performances, within which everything
is synchronized, which works well for conversations organized by dialogue planners. How-
ever, specifying how a person traverses social space, in the absence of spoken communication,
has never been a strong point for BML.

The behavior that has to be specified in that case is a multimodal behavior that fundamen-
tally involves locomotion. Locomotion is a continuous behavior without a known finishing
time, which typically needs to be adjusted in reaction to a changing environment. It cannot
therefore be specified as a predetermined performance, belonging to a finite block of behavior.
What is instead needed is a set of arguments that can be sent to a locomotion engine that spec-
ify its behavior until it is next updated or some criteria is met. One has to think about these
commands as a way to configure an engine that is continuously running. This is somewhat
in line with more recent SAIBA discussions about the so-called contextual markup [Cafaro
et al. 2014], which is meant to set up the environment in which the multimodal behaviors run,
influencing things such as their manner of motion.

At the higher level of social function or intent, the Function Markup Language (FML)
can serve behavior in general social spaces quite well. For instance, one could specify
that a person intends to initiate contact with one person while intending to avoid another
person. It is primarily a matter of populating FML with more social concepts and constructs,
but as with BML the temporal aspect needs some consideration. FML commands are also
gathered into discrete blocks that are sent to BML planners, which in turn are meant to
produce corresponding BML blocks that realize those functions. In light of the preceding
discussion about setting configuration parameters or a context for a behavioral engine, the
FML commands, even if discrete, would end up updating those parameters rather than
producing immediate BML. It is therefore quite possible to turn explicit and discrete high-
level controls into continuous and dynamic behavior and motion at lower levels if the behavior
and motion engines maintain their own state and never stop behaving. We just have to
decide what parameters provide the range necessary to accomplish the wide variety of social
functions that rely on this behavior.

14.5.2 Animating Movement in Tight Spaces
The conventional way to animate character movement across space is to use blend trees where
different premade locomotion animation clips are blended together according to dynamic
weights. These clips often represent body motion in typical locomotion states, such as for
walking, running and turning, and the weights are often tied to forward and angular velocities.
When these animations are blended together, characters can be shown smoothly changing
speeds and directions, such as when slowing down in front of an obstacle, turning away from
it and picking up speed again after avoiding it. However, the blended movement will always
retain the general characteristics of the typical animations provided. That works relatively
well when the environments can be traversed in more or less the same fashion, for example,
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by sometimes walking and sometimes running. However, once the environments become
more cluttered with things like furniture and other people, and when every move needs to be
considered in a dynamic social context in addition to the physical one, conventional character
locomotion techniques often don’t cut it.

The solution may both involve carefully crafting the locomotion animations that make
up the blend tree, aiming specifically at fine-scale social movement, and to combine that
with procedural approaches such as full- or upper-body inverse kinematics that makes it
possible to maintain segment orientation and reach for support when needed. What animation
clips are needed then to cover locomotion in social situations? Instead of focusing on the
faster end of the motion spectrum, such as running animations (primarily useful for games),
one needs to add much finer and slower lower body movement, which would be capable
of representing adjustments in position and orientation without actually walking. These are
essentially shuffling or sliding motions with the feet, along with subtle weight shifts. One
should, for example, be able to rotate fully in one spot when a new orientation of the lower
segments is required, and shuffle or step to one side when required to make room for someone
in a formation without changing orientation.

Regarding maneuvering around and into furniture, it has been suggested that some of
the required behavior can be stored with the furniture itself, providing the characters with
suggestions for how to orient and place the limbs, either when passing or when using the
furniture. As long as these instructions don’t interfere too much with other ongoing behavior,
this may in fact be a very reasonable approach, as seen, for example, in Veutgen et al. [2018].

14.5.3 Mixing Theoretical Models
Because human behavior is so complex, modeling and simulating it has required a divide-and-
conquer approach. However, once divided, the question remains how the different models, and
implementations of them, can be brought back together to form a well-rounded social agent.
This is particularly challenging when each realization of a model chooses a fundamentally
different technical paradigm, for example, for representing the environment and for producing
the movement within it. This ”fragmentation” may end up slowing progress [Diamanti and
Vilhjalmsson 2021]. The SAIBA effort has attempted to address this by defining standard
interfaces between stages of multimodal communicative behavior planning [Kopp et al. 2006].
That way, as long as the inputs and outputs of a model remain standard, what happens within it
is of no concern. For example, one could construct a model that turns a standard representation
of a particular intent, such as ”take turn,” into a standard specification of the behavior that is
most likely to be effective in carrying out that intent in a particular situation, such as ”raising
arms.” How it came to that decision does not matter to other models, for example, the model
that produces co-verbal gesture.

This is a good start, but currently it deals only with a particular limited portion of the
overall social behavior, and perhaps of more fundamental importance, it does not explain
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how to deal with the situation where multiple models produce outputs that collide in some
way, for example, all wanting to instruct the arms to perform an immediate motion. One
approach to deal with this is to blend the outputs together, to essentially produce a new
behavior that takes both inputs into account. This often turns out relatively fine for locomotion
behavior, where velocity vectors from two different models can be blended using weights.
For example, a model that suggests a path toward a destination and another that suggests how
to maintain suitable distance from other people can easily be combined in this way, where
the final velocity would normally be fully weighted toward the destination movement, but
getting too close to people would temporarily push the direction of movement away from
the impending collision. However, this method would not work for combining something like
different suggestions for what to look at.

For example, if one model suggests a brief glance at another person as part of displaying
expected civil inattention, and another model suggests avoiding any mutual eye contact by
picking a cell phone as the gaze target, to produce a shield. In this case, blending the gaze
directions would result in a gaze that was neither here nor there.

Instead, a couple of arbitration techniques could be applied. One technique would attempt
to schedule both but ensure only one is running at any given time. Here it is important to
understand what behavior could possibly be sliced up to allow for the other to run. Slicing
a short glance would not make sense, but staring at the cell phone could potentially be
interrupted to produce a glance. Another arbitration technique would be to pick only one
model and disregard the result of the other. This could be done based on assigned priorities
and/or on a set of rules, taking into account the current context. These techniques could be a
reasonable place to start, but there is no simple magic solution.

14.6 Future Directions
14.6.1 Creating Accessible Social Behavior Toolkits

The realism of human rendering has been rapidly advancing to the point where unique real-
time photorealistic virtual humans can be created in a matter of minutes with free software
today. Not only do these bodies appear human-like down to the pores in the skin and strands of
eyebrow hair, but they are rigged for expressive animation, with muscles that wrinkle the skin
and eyes that twinkle. Graphical shader programming underlies these impressive advances,
where the interaction of light and surface gets modeled in ingenuous ways, imitating the
natural processes that make our own world real to us.

But we need these bodies to interact with more than light. While we can play realistic
recorded, or even live motion capture, animations on them, sticking them into a dynamic
social space quickly reveals how utterly unprepared these human facsimiles are for social co-
presence. Their bodies do not interact, out-of-the-box, with anything in the social space, and
yet, as we have seen in this chapter, a body in social space responds continuously to the social
stimuli of its environment.
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As with light making a surface visible by interacting with it, we need the social space
to produce at least a minimum appearance of social awareness for us to believe the person
is present. We need something akin to a social shader programming language, where basic
models of social awareness can bring the person into the space. Instead of referring to the
elements and parameters of illumination, it would refer to the elements and parameters of the
social context. Handing these behavior shaders out with the 3D models, in a form that require
minimal setup, will deliver something closer to what the pre-rendered videos are hinting at:
Life itself.

14.6.2 Adding Social Signals to Autonomous Vehicles
With more and more autonomous physical actors entering public human space, including
autonomous vehicles, we need to ensure that their intentions are clearly communicated to the
people around them. Humans are very good at reading into even the most subtle social cues
and are quick to adjust their own behavior in response. This can happen without any social
involvement - we are merely coordinating our co-presence.

One example of such spontaneous social interaction that impacts our behavior in public, is
the brief exchange that occurs between a pedestrian approaching a crosswalk and the driver
of a car that is also approaching. The pedestrian will instinctively look at the driver before
entering the street, even though pedestrians have the right of way. In a matter of milliseconds
the pedestrian will assess whether the driver is aware of them or not. Mutual eye contact,
optionally with a quick head nod or a flick of a hand from the driver, will make the pedestrian
more confident about crossing the street. This activity is in a sense a cooperative activity that
becomes more effectively completed with communication. The lack of any reaction from the
driver will create doubt about being noticed and stop the pedestrian.

Fully autonomous vehicles that drive without any human passengers will likely cause
pedestrians to hesitate more around crosswalks, which may not necessarily be a bad thing,
only less efficient. The real problem may arise when autonomous vehicles carry humans, the
kind of entities that pedestrians are used to coordinate with. In this case, ensuring that the
humans in the vehicle are aware of the pedestrian, even humans sitting in the driver seat may
in fact send the wrong signal. Being seen by the human, does not mean the vehicle is at all
aware of the pedestrian.

It is likely that we will adapt our pedestrian behavior to this eventual new reality and stop
trusting social coordination in public places, inhabited by autonomous vehicles and bots. To
err on the right side, we will give way to the machines, regardless of their capability for
averting accidents. When awareness and intent is not communicated, there is no coordination.

What if we were to give autonomous vehicles, such as cars, a very clear external indication
of awareness and the ability to manage their co-presence? What if the cues they would give
off could be immediately recognizable as social? Whether we accomplish this by sticking
animatronics into the driver seat, puppeteered by the vehicle, mount large articulated eyes on
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the front grille, or just rely on flashing headlights, the bottom line is to manage the social
space on human terms - as long as it is ours to occupy.

14.6.3 Increasing Multisensory Fidelity in XR
Rapid advances in XR technology are bringing virtual social agents face-to-face with people,
full-scale and in high visual fidelity. However, occupying spaces with physical people brings
us more than just the visual effect, it is a full multimodal experience that engages all of our
senses. As a crowd gets denser, we start rubbing shoulders with those we pass, the air gets
stuffier, and the sounds of chatter and shuffling feet get louder. It is well known that the more
senses we can engage in VR, the stronger the presence in that environment. A classic use
of social agents in VR is for treating anxieties and fears related to social situations, such
as agoraphobia and enochlophobia. If we were able to reproduce some of the tactile, aural
and perhaps olfactory dimensions of the crowd experience, such treatments could become
even more powerful. Some work is being done in this area, and bringing it squarely into the
domain of tight social spaces will open a new world of possibilities.

14.7 Summary
We have brought together some of the fundamental concepts and models for describing social
space, and the social body within that space, drawn from the combined works of some
of the pioneers in the study of public social behavior. At a higher level we talked about
social functions that help manage and maintain co-presence through social order. We expect
everyone to more or less conform to certain social norms, for everything to progress without
incidents and embarrassing moments. Social agents that enter these spaces risk upsetting this
balance with their lack of social finesse. We therefore should strive to give them the necessary
awareness of the social space for them to meaningfully react and engage.
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